CUSTOMS MEMORANDUM ORDER

No. 37-2010

To: All District Collectors of Customs
   All Ecozone and Freeport Locators
   All Customs Brokers
   Others Concerned

Subject: Common Cargo Transfer Fee (CTF) for the Use of the Enhanced Automated Cargo Transfer System (E-ACTS) in the Domestic Transits of Imports (Seafreight and Airfreight) Discharged at All Ports of Entries.

To harmonize and reconcile the various Cargo Transfer Fees (CTFs) prescribed in various Customs Memorandum Orders implementing e-ACTS on domestic transit of imports, a common CTF of Php 710.00 shall be collected for the use of E-ACTS in all ports of entry, whether seafreight or airfreight, except for transit imports to the Mactan Export Processing Zone discharged at the Port of Mactan which will remain at Php432.00.

The amount of the CTF shall be exclusive of the Php 305.00 total cost of the IEIRD Form and the related documentary stamp taxes therein.

Domestic transit of imports to freeport zones/freeport areas utilizing Transit SADs in lieu of the IEIRD shall still pay the total amount of Php1,015.00, with the Php305.00 representing the cost of the IEIRD and the related documentary stamp to be utilized in covering the cost of transmitting printed copies of the Transit SAD to other government offices concerned.

This Order shall take effect immediately.

ANGELITO A. ALVAREZ
Commissioner

[Signature]